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The use of tests and measurements has been fasci-
nating to the writer through several years of school 
expe·rience. How much pupils learn, whether they measure 
up to other pupils and in what fields of knowledge they 
excel have been questions to which the answers were al-
ways interesting. Therefore, when it became a possibility 
to use results of a state-wide testing program as thesis 
material it was at once accepted. The work has been 
interesting and the findings justify the labor involved, 
in the opinion of the writer. 
On March 19, 1947 the Coordinated Scales of Achieve-
ment were administered in the elementary schools of Kansas 
1 
in all but one of the one hundred and five counties. 
Tests were available for the upper f~ve grades, but not 
all of the grades used them, the eighth grade being tested 
to the greatest extent. 
In Russell County, through the county superinten-
ent's office, the tests for the upper four grades were 
available for all pupils in the county excepting those 
1. "State Eighth Grade Tests Given in March , " 
Kansas Teacher, 55:22, March, 1947. 
2 
of the city of Russell, a second class city . This placed 
at the disposal of the writer the papers of 515 pupils 
who took the complete tests, and several others who took 
onl y part. The purpose of this study was to analyze the 
achievements shown by these tests, to find the points of 
s trength and of weakness , and to indicate areas for remedial 
work . A comparison of the achievements of grade and rural 
students was a lso possible. 
The f act that these tests were admini stered by 
different persons at different places co.LI1prises the 
chief limitation in this study . Another limitation lies 
in t he fact that grade pupils tooA tne tests in their 
on rooms, but the rural pupils did their work at centers, 
giving some rurct.l pupils a strange environment. Time was 
supposed t o be practically unlimited, and the directions 
were clear. There were a few errors in scoring, but only 
a few considering the magnitude of th'? work . \<1i thin the se 
limit s the findings should be quite accurate . 
Much work of a similar nature had alrec.d.y been 
completed . Fred w. Meyer made a survey of educ2t i onal 
achievements in Smith County, Kansas, but did not compare 
2 
the achievement of grade and r ural pupils. Another survey 
2 . Fred w. Meyer , A Study of the Educational Achieve-
ments i n the Rural and Graded Schools of Smith County, 
Kansas-.- Master's Thesis , Kansas University, 1929. 
3 
wa s macte by Roy Mohr in western Kan s&s i n ar i th.ille t i c _3 He 
f ound l i ttle di fference between teaching in wha t were then 
called t he Standa r d and Non-Standard one- room r ura l schools , 
but he di d f b~d better tea chi n g in the u pper gr ade s , begin-
ning wi t h t he s i xth grade . The bes t teaching was don e in 
t he ei ghth grade , with the state examina tions t he sour ce 
of inspira tion for the tea cher s . 
Mr s . Newbold ' s study of achieve1nent in geo gr aphy in 
wes t ern Kansa s in one- room rura l school s showe - n o a_µpr e-
ciable difference in the teaching in the St andar d ~nd Non-
4 
Standa r d schools . No survey of an entire county has been 
found , fr om which result s might have be en s t udi ed . 
I n gene r a l the illethod u sed i n thi s s tudy was the 
survey t ype , using te s t pape r s in e l ement a r y school sub-
jects . Th e se paper s were the s our c e of the data f or t he 
body of the t he s i s . The point s of s tren gt h and wealmess 
beca_ e rea di ly observa ble on the wo~K sh eet s whi ch were 
used i n compiling da t a . 
J . Roy Mohr, A Compari son in the Effic i en cy of the 
Teaching of Arithme t ic in Grade s A t o~, Inclus ive , in the 
Standard and Non-Standa rd, One- Room Rural Sch ool s of 
Wes t ern Kansas . Ma ste r ' s The s is , Fort Hays Kan sas Sta te 
College , 1932 . 
4. Mrs . Myrtle Newbold, A Comparitive Study of 
Pupi l s , Teachers , and Expenditu res of Stan dar d an d Non-
St anda r d One- Room Rur a l School s of Northwes t Kan sas . 
Mas t er' s Thes i s, Fort Hays KansasSta te College, 1932 . p . 44. 
CHAPTER II 
FIFTH Gfu.~DE ACHIEVEMENT 
According to the s t andards uevi sed by the Coordi-
nated Scales of Achievement, pupils taking the test on 
March 19 were considered as having finished four-fifths 
of the fifth grade, or as at the 5.8 grade level. In 
the counties in the st te taking the test this was con-
sidered the gr ade level for both town an rural schools, 
although that would not exactly be the case . Rural 
schools which had had one weeK va cation at Christmas had 
finished more than eight tenths of their school year, 
4 
and grade schools taking either one or two i-~eek vacations 
had finishe d less than that amount of the tota l school 
year . However, all students were con ~idere~ to have 
finished eight-tenths of the term. By tne charts accompany-
ing the tests, the chronological age of pupils who have 
reached this point in their education should be eleven years 
one mon t h old . 
There were 86 grade pupils and 59 rural pupils in 
the fifth grade tested, making a total of 145 altogether . 
Hereafter, in writing about the total number of pupils in 
a grade in the count, the term "group" will be used., and 
for the pupils in either the grade schools or the rural 
schools, the tern "section" will be used, as "grade section," 
or "rural section. '' 
The median age of the members of the group ana of 
each section w s 10 years 8 months . Therefore the group 
median was 5 months lower than the median of the group 
from which the standards were made . This indica ted that 
the Russell County pupils should make standard scores, 
since there was no excessive over-age, which, c.ccording 
5 
to the Master Manual, would have a tendency to cause lower 
1 
scores. 
What follows is a portrayal of the performance by 
the pupils who took the test, subject by subject . Through 
the use of work-sheets the median score for the pupils of 
the entire county was determined, and separately, the 
medians for the grade school children and the children in 
rural schools. 
The generul scheme of presentation ~ill be the same 
in each grade, beginning with spelling, followed by lan-
guage arts. Let us portray what happenea in spelling in 
the fifth grade in Russell County. 
Spelling 
The median in spelling for all the pupils in the 
fifth grade in the county was 23 words right, score 52, 
1. J ames Fitzgerald and others, Coordinated Scc.1.les 
of Achievement. (Minneapoli s , N&shville and Phil&delphia: 
Educ a tiona l Publishers, Incorpor2_ted ~ 191}7), P · 38 . 
6 
for a grade placement of 5.8. Taking the grade section 
separately from the whole, the median was found to be 25 
right, for a score of 54, with a grade placement of 6.1. 
When the rural pupils were considered alone, the median 
was found to be 18 right, for a score of 47 and a grade 
placement of 5.0. This showed that the pupils in the 
county as a whole were exactly up to standard, which for 
the fifth grade at this point in the term was placed at 
5.8. The grade pupils were somewhat above the standard, 
and the rural pupils .8 of a grade low. The question illight 
be raised as to the average nwnber right, so the average 
was calculated for this test, being exactly the same as 
the median . 
Language Arts 
The test in language arts is divided into three 
parts: punctuation , usage and capitalizatj)n. Each part 
had standards of its own and there was a standard for the 
total score for a co~posite grade in language arts. The 
results for the entire group were: 
21 right, score 47, grade place 1ent 5.0 in punctuation 
23 right, score 53, grade place111ent 6.0 in usage 
21 right, score 47, grade placen1ent 5.0 in capitaliza-
tion 
66 right, score 50, grade placeiaent 5.5 in total score. 
7 
For the grade section the results were: 
22 right, score 50, grade placement 5.5 in punctuation 
24 right, score 56, grade placement 6.5 in usage 
22 right, score 50, grade placement 5-5 in capitaliza-
tion 
67 right, score 51, grade placement 5.6 in total score. 
For the rural section the medians were: 
20 right, score 44, grade placement 4. 5 in punctuation 
23 right, score 53, grade placement 6.o in usage 
20 right, score 44, grade placement 4-5 in capitaliza-
tion 
62 right, score 46, grade placement 4.5 in total score. 
Since the pupils had finished 5.8 grades their 
grade placement in each subject should be 5.8. The entire 
group, then, was .8 of a grade low in punctuation, .2 of 
a grade high in usage, .8 of a grade low in capitalization 
and .3 of a grade low in total score. This means that the 
median of the whole fifth grade is .3 grade below the 
standard set by the makers of the test. 
The grade section median was .2 of a grade below 
standard and the rural section median was much lower, so 
much so that the total score places the rural section 1.3 
grades below the standard. 
The incorrect answers given for each question were 
tabulated on a work-sheet. The question most frequently 
8 
answered right was answered correctly by 130 of the 145 
pupils taking the test, while the question answered right 
t he least number of times was answered correctly only 61 
times , and this on a true- false test. From such work-
sheets were determined the points of strength and weakness 
in each subject, and only such clear-cut cases as the ones 
2 
given above were considered worthy of note. 
Points of Strength and Weakness in Punctuation 
Upon such detailed analysis it was found that the 
pupils were well grounded in punctuation in placing the 
comma after salutation in friendly letters, and the colon 
after salutation in business letters . They were consis-
tently right in placing t he comma after "yes" and "no" and 
in putting the apostrophe in contractions. 
The correct use of quotation marks, the use of the 
colon before a series, and the comma used ;n setting off 
parenthetical expressions were the questions in which the 
mos t errors were made . 
Point s of Strength and Weakness in Usage 
The fifth grade pupils were well able to answer the 
questions on agreement of verb and subject, and on choice 
2. Appendix, pp . 84-85. 
of words, such as "through" for " threw," and "then" for 
"than. " 
The greatest difficulties were encountered in giv-
ing t he correct case forms of pronouns, the correct forms 
of common verbs, such as 11 sit" and 11 set ," and in choosing 
the correct word when an adverb or an adjective might be 
selected. 
Strength and Weakness in Capitalization 
Pupils had reached a high degree of accuracy in 
answering ques tions of capitalization of geographical 
locations, special days, months, and persons. Howe~er, 
common nouns that should not be capitalized and compli-
mentary clo s e of letter caused many mistakes as did the 
names of business firms and street addresses. 
9 
The differences between the grade and rural sections 
were more of degree than in different divisions of capital-
ization, use or punctuation. 
Reading 
For all the pupils of the county in the fifth grade 
the median in the reading test was 33 right, score 48 for 
a gr~de placement of 5.1. The grade students made a median 
of 36 right, for a score of 50 and a grade placement of 5-5 , 
while the median of the rural section was 30, for a score 
of 56 and a gr&de placement of 4.6. These results place 
10 
the whole group .7 of a grade low, with the rural group 
falling to a point 1.2 grades low. 
There was no difference noticeable in tne areas of 
strength and weakness between the grade pupils and the 
pupils from t he ru~al schools. The areas into which the 
test was divided were so large that a question in a divi-
sion, such as noting details, would be the one most commonly 
correctly answered, while another q_uestion in the sa.:ne 
division would be a definite point of weakness. Pupils 
were not so much weak in integrating dispersed ideas and 
strong in interpreting content, as they were weak on the 
more difficult questions and strong on the easier ones in 
the same area. 
History 
When all the pupils in the county were considered 
they were found to have made a median of 26 right, for a 
score of 54 and a gr&de placement of 6.1. when the grade 
group was considered alone, the median was 27 right for a 
score of 55 with a grade placenent of 6.3, while the rural 
section made a median of 25 right for a score of 53, with 
a grade placement of 6.0. From these figures the entire 
group were .3 of a grade high, the grade section was .5 of 
a grade high and the rural section was .2 of a grade high, 
arguing well for the achievement of all. 
11 
The points of strength and weakness in history were 
the same for both grade and rural sections. Using the 
topical analysis plan, the areas of strength were the period 
of exploration, Revolutionary period ann the time of rapid 
national growth. The area showing the least preparation 
was the colonization period . 
Geography 
In geography the medians for t he entire group, the 
grade section and the rural section fell upon the same 
number ri ght, 24, for a score of 50 and a gr ade placement 
of 5.5. Thus the median , which should have been 5.8, was 
.J of a grade low. 
The pupils were found to be best at definitions, 
fact associations and fact and map locations. The 1ues-
tions which were answered the least often were on facts 
and interpretations of facts. 
Science 
The median for the entire group was 36 right for a 
score of 49 and a grade placement of 5.3. The grade sec-
tion h&d a median identical with the group, but the rural 
section had a median of 35 for a score of 48 and a grade 
place ent of 5.2. The pupils of Russell County were there-
fore a half grade low, with the rural section still lower. 
Pupils answered very welJ questions relative to 
12 
physics, anihlals, nutrition and hygiene, but did not fare 
so well on questions on conservation, weather, and harder 
questions on physics and nutrition. 
Literature 
In the test on literature the median for all the 
pupils was 16 right for a score of 46 and a grade place-
ment of 4.8. The pupils of the grade section h ad a median 
of 17 for a score of 48 and a grade place~ent of 5.0, 
while the pupils from the rural schools had a median of 15 
right, for a score of 44 and a grade placement of 4.5. All 
the pupils were an entire grade or more below standa rd, 
and the rural pupils were still farther below, to a point 
1.3 grades low. 
Since there were a total of 60 questions to be 
answered, and t here were only 16 correct answers on the 
average paper, little trends in strength and weaxness could 
be discerned. There were so many questions missed tnat 
there was mostly weakness shom1. The questions most fre -
quently missed were on ~ythology, poetry and children's 
classics. 
Arithlnetic Computation 
When the tests on arithmetic computation were 
studied, it was found that the "nedian for the entire group 
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5.6. The median for the gr ade section \"las 26 right for a 
score of 52 and a grade place.nent of 5. 7, and the rural 
pupils had a median of 24 right for a score of 50 and a 
gr~de place,nent of 5.5. The entire group was .2 of a gr ade 
below standard with t he grade section .1 of a gr ade below 
and the rural section .J of a grade below. 
Points of Strength and Weakness 
All pupils were proficient in division of whole 
numbers by one-digit divisors, subtraction of like frac-
tions and denominate numbers. The grade students were 
good also in reduction of fractions, while the rural 
students excelled in multiplying whole numbers by 2 digits 
and dividing whole numbers by 2-digit divisors. 
The questions that found the pupils least prepared 
were in multiplying decinals, multiplying 4-digit whole 
numbers, and the di vision of \"/-hole numbers by 1- and 2-
digi t divisors. 
Arithmetic Reasoning 
The median for all the pupils of the fifth grade 
was 20 right for a score of 46 and a grade pl a ce ent of 
4.8. The median of the grade pupils was 21 right for a 
score of 48 and a gra~e placement of 5.1, and the median 
of the rural pupils was 19 ri ght for a score of 45 and a 
15 
grade placement of 4.6. The median for the whole group 
was an entire grade below standard , with the grade section 
.7 of a grade below and the rural section 1.2 grades below. 
Both sections were strong on problems of the farm, 
buying and selling, and arithmetic in school. They were 
both weak in denominate numbers and in harder problems 
in buying and selling and arithmetic in school. The grade 
section had trouble with geometric problems, also. 
Summary for Fifth Grade 
The profile charts on the last page of t he test 
booklets sho1-1 the grade placement of each pupil for each 
test. His final grade placement was found by taking the 
median of the nine scores, which would be the fifth from 
the top or bottom. For the present, the results of such 
placement are given . The median of the grade placements 
for t h e entire group was found to be 5. 5. The 1nedian for 
the grade pupils was also 5.5, while for the rural pupils 
the median drops to 5.1. Thi s means that according to the 
results as found in tnis manner, the median of all fifth 
grade students is .3 of a grade below standard, the median 
of the grade students is the same, while the median for the 
students from the rural schools is .7 of a grade below 
standard, or nearly three-fourths of a grade. 
In the Coordinated Scales of Achieve~ent the profile 
charts are scaled for only one grade above and one grade 
16 
below the grade being tested. In the fifth grade, then, 
the scales are made from grades 4.0 tnrough 7.0. Some 
pupils were found who exceeded the upper limit of these 
scales and some were found who did so poorly that their 
scores failed to come up even to t he lower limit of tne 
scale. Eleven pupils, six of them from the grade section 
had rnedians above ? .0 or above the u pper limit of t :ne 
scale. Twenty-five pupils, eleven of them grade pupils, 
had medians below 4.0, or too low to reach even the bottom 
step of the ladder. 
The medians for the entire group and for the grade 
section were above the standard set for these tests in 
spelling and history; rural students were above the 
standard in the latter only. Grade pupils were weakest 
in literature and arithmetic reasoning. These were weak 




SIXTH GRADE ACHIEVEMENT 
A total of 126 sixth grade pupils, 76 from graded 
schools and 50 from rural schools, took part in t h e test-
ing program, two pupils from each group taking spelling 
only and the rest taking the complete battery of tests. 
The age chart for all the sixth grade pupils of 
Russell County shows the median age to be eleven years 
nine months, five months younger than tne standard age in 
grade as developed by the makers of this set of tests, 
which age for pupils at the grade level of 6.8 would be 
twelve years two months. Four pupils were over fourteen 
years and three were under eleven. The point in the year 
at which the tests were taken was considered to be .8 past 
the beginning of tne sixth grade, with the expectation 
that the pupils would reach the 6.8 mark as the standard. 
Spelling 
The median for all pupils taking t he test in spel-
ling was 22.5 right for a score of 54.5 and a grade place-
ment of 7.J. The median for tne grade section was 24 right 
for a score of 56 and a grade placement of 7.5 and for the 
rural section it was 21 right for a score of 53 and a grade 
placement of 7.0. All these grade placements were high, 
18 
and the median of the entire group, reaching 7.3, showed 
the group to be .5 grade above standard, with the grade 
and rural sections a little higher and lower, respectively. 
The words in the latter part of the test were the most 
frequently missed by both section. 
Language Arts 
The first test in language arts was in punctuation 
and in this test the median for all the pupils was 19 
right for a score of 43 and a grade placement of less than 
5.0. For the grade section the results were t e saille and 
the rural section had a median of 18 right for a score of 
40 and a grade placement that was still below 5.0, showing 
that t he medians were close to two whole grades low. 
Points of Strength and Weakness in Punctuation 
In a test in which the group did poorly the ques-
tions most frequently answered correctly were on the use 
of the comma to set off the name of the person addressed, 
and omitting the apostrophe in possessive pronouns. The 
grade section was proficient in placing the comma between 
city and stat~, and in using the hyphen in compound numbers. 
The pupils from the rural schools seldom missed in using 
commas to set off quotations and placing of the period in 
a broken quotation. 
19 
The questions causing the most trouble for all the 
pupils were in the use of the comma with modifiers and the 
comma in broken quotation. The grade section ran into 
difficulty in placing a colon before an announced series 
and the rural pupils in tne placing of commas in a series 
of words, period at end of sentence, and the use of the 
apostrophe in plural possessives. 
Capitalization 
In the test on capitalization the medians for the 
whole group and for each section all fell on 21 right for 
a score of 44 and a grade pl acement of 5.0, or at a level 
.8 grade low. No difference s showed up in the nu..mber 
right made by the two sections. However, the grade pupils 
excelled in capitalizing the complimentary close of letters 
while the rural pupils did well in capitalizing the first 
word of questions, and on quotations, and all were high in 
working with proper names of persons, geographical loca-
tions and titles of books. 
The greatest difficulties were encountered in 
capitalizing family relationships, personifications and 
in dealing with common nouns not capitalized. 
Usage 
Again in another part of the language arts test, 
,, 
20 
usage, the medians of the whole group and of each section, 
grade and rural, fell upon the same nwnber right, 23, for 
a score of 53 and a grade placement of 7.2. Here for the 
first time in the sixth grade language arts test do we 
find the pupils measuring up to or above standard, exceed-
ing in this test by .4 of a grade. 
The best work was done in questions on correct form 
of verbs, choice of adjective versus adverb and in select-
ing case forms. The grade pupils corrected errors i n the 
use of "different than" and the rural pupils correctly 
used "like" for "as if" and straightened out the double 
negative error. 
Questions for which the correct answers were most 
elusive were in choice of "their" for "there," correct 
case and verb forms, and, for the grade section, the use 
of "nowhere near as." 
Summing up the language arts tests, it was found 
that the median for the entire group was 64 right for a 
score of 48 and a grade placement of 6.0. The grade section 
had a median identical with the median for the entire group, 
but the median for the rural pupils fell to 62 right for 
a score of 46 and a grade placement of 5.5. This showed 
a very serious weakness in preparation, when the entire 
group was .8 of a grade below standard, and the rural section 
was 1.3 grades below. 
21 
Reading 
For all the pupils taking the sixth grade reading 
test the n1edian was 34 right for a score of 48 and a grade 
placement of 6.2, or .6 of a grade below standard, more 
than half a grade. This was also the ~edian for both the 
grade and rural sections. 
In this test the division of subject matter were 
large and contained numerous questions in each, so that it 
was difficult to analyze the strong and weak points. A 
division such as noting details had so many questions in 
it that some individual questions were noticeably easy for 
the pupils to answer, and other questions were missed almost 
every time. The clearest points of strength were in inter-
preting content and grasping central thought. The grade 
section answered some questions on drawing inferences al-
most perfectly, and the rural section was strong in answer-
ing some on noting details. The greatest uifficulty was 
found in answering questions on integrating dispersed 
ideas, and harder questions on noting details and drawing 
inferences. 
History 
The median for all pupils and for the grade section 
also was 27 right for a score of 52 and a grade placement 
of 6.8. For the rural section the median was 26 right for 
22 
a score of 51 and a grade placement of 6.7. The group was 
exactly on the standard of achievement expected and the 
rural section was just a trifle low. The range of indi-
vidual scores was higher for the grade section and lower 
for the rural. 
Analyzing the test for points of strength presented 
the same difficulty as in reading , namely , the few divi-
sions with many questions in each, preventing any very 
clear conclusions. One statement can be made definitely, 
and that is that no question was ea sy for one section, 
grade or rural, and hard for the other. The questions 
most commonly answered correctly were on the colonial 
period. The grade section answered well on middle ages, 
and the rural on exploration, ancient history and revolu-
tionary period. 
Geography 
In the test on geography the medians for the whole 
group and for the grade and rural sections all fell on the 
same number right, 16, for a score of 52 and a grade 
placement of 6.8, exactly on the rating designated as 
standard. The range of individual scores was slightly 
higher for grade pupils and lower f or rural, that is, the 
very high scores were made by grade pupils and the low 
scores by rural. There were so few right answers, only 
23 
about 16 out of 60 on the average paper, that there was 
little difference in points of strength and of weakness, 
the only point of strength showing definitely being simple 
factual associations. 
Science 
The sixth grade pupils were uniform in their achieve-
ments in science , all three medians, for the whole group 
and grade and rural sections, falling on the same number 
right, 40, for a score of 52 and a grade placement of 6.8. 
Again the sixth grade measured exactly up to standard. 
The questions answered best included several on 
safety, physics, animals and hygiene. The grade pupils 
answered well in health and the rural pupils in vocabulary. 
Literature 
The achievement in literature fell considerably 
below the standard , the median for t he entire group being 
16 right for a score of 46 and a grade placement of 5.5. 
The rural pupils illade the same median as the entire group, 
16 right, but the grade section fell a point lower, to 15 
right for a score of 44 and a grade place,nent of 5.0. 
This showed t he entire group to be very low, 1.3 grades 
below standard, with the grade section still lower, almost 
two full grades below standard. The u pper range of scores 
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was about t he sa.me for both grade and rural sections, but 
the lower scores were made by rural pupils. 
The questions with which the pupils had the least 
difficulty were in miscellaneous stories and children1 s 
classics. Ques tions in poetry and other miscellaneous 
stories were the most difficult. 
Arithmetic Computation 
In this test there was some variation between the 
t wo sections. The median for the entire group was 26 
right for a score of 51 and a grade placement of 6.6. The 
grade section had a median of 28 right for a score of 53 
and a grade placement of 6.9 , but the rural section made 
a median of 24 right for a score of 49 and a grade place-
ment of 6.4. The entire groun failed to come up to stand-
ard, being ~2 of a grade short, with the rural section 
.4, of a grade low, while the grade section was able to go 
slightly above the standard. The high and low ranges of 
individual tests were the same for both sections. 
Points of Strength and Wealmess 
All pupils were adept at handling problems de&ling 
with addition and multiplication of decimals, and addition 
and subtraction of unlike fractions. The grade section 
was successful also with subtraction of decirt1a.ls, and the 
rural with multiplication and division of fractions. 
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Most of the pupils were unsuccessful in handling 
division of decimals, division by 2-di cit divisors and 
percentage problems. The grade pupil s found much difficulty 
in subtracting denominate numbers also. 
Arithmetic Reasoning 
Here again we found a test in which the pupils were 
unable to reach standard, fallin g short three-fourths of 
a grade. The median for the entire group and for the 
grade section was 18 right for a score of 47 and a grade 
placement of 6.1. The rural section made a median of 17 
right for a score of 46 and a grade placement of 6.0. The 
best that can be mentioned is that the entire group and 
the grade section was .7 grade below standard, with the 
rural section slightly worse. 
The problems with which the pupils were the most 
successful were on geometric elements, arithmetic in the 
home, and for the rural section, everyna y uses of arith-
metic. The most common weakness discernible was in questions 
dealing with buying and selling, of which several caused 
much trouble. 
Summary 
The graph for the complete test, showing the medians 
made in each test by the entire group and by the grade and 
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rural sections shows some sharp variations from a straight 
line at the standard of achievement, which would be at 
6.8. Spelling was considerably high; history, geography, 
and science were on t he 6.8 level; and English, reading, 
literature, arithmetic computation and arithmetic reason-
ing were low. The medians of the profile scores of the 
individual s·cores were also low: for the whole group • 2 of 
a grade below standard; for t he grade section .1 of a grade 
low and for the rural section .3 of a grade low. 
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CH.APTRR IV 
SEVFNTH GRADE ACHIEVEMENT 
The group of pu1_, ils taKing the seventh grade test 
included 131 pupils, of whom 77 were from graded schools 
and 54 were from rural schools . According to the standard 
they should.have a grade placement of 7.8 at the time of 
t aking the test, and tne age in grade for that pl2ce ent 
should be 13 years 2 months . The median age for all pupils 
was 12 ye&rs 10 months, with the illedi &n for the grade 
pupils t1-ie same and for the rural pu1Jils 12 years 9 months. 
Again the pupils are under age, this time 4 to 5 months . 
There were 14 pupils who were over 14 and 3 under 12 years. 
Because the ages of these pupils so nearly approximated 
tne standard a 6 e, no allowance need be made in interpret-
ing results. 
Spelling 
The spelling test just fitted tne achievement of 
these pupils, or vice versa, as the medi&n of the entire 
group and of t he grade section was 24 right for a score of 
52 and a grade placement of 7.8, the st&ndcrd score. The 
rural section made almost the same standard score, reach-
ing a median of 23 ri ght for a score of 51 and a grade 
~lac ement of 7.7, just .1 of a grade lo~. The range of 
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individual work was the same for both groups. No perfect 
papers appeared and no coill~~etely incorrect papers. Errors 
were more common in tne last half of the test . 
Language Arts 
In the first test in language arts--punctuation--
the three medians correlated at the same point on tLe scale, 
namely 21, for a score of 47, a grade placement of 6.8, an 
entire grade low. The range of individual papers wa.s the 
same as far as high pa ers was concerned, but tne range of 
rural papers v ent lower than the grade. 
In punctuation seventh grade pupils did t neir best 
worK in placing coilll.!las after tne complimentary close of 
letters, commas setting off a pDositives , tne use of quota-
tion mar ~s and placing a colon after salutation in business 
letters. In addition, the grade section had strength in 
placing a comma between city and stPte, and the rural 
pupils in placing commas in series of words. 
The questions tnat were the most difficult to answer 
correctly involved the use of the apostrophe in plural 
possessives, colon before an announced series and the comma 
in setting off parenthetical expressions . The grade sec-
tion had much difficulty in placing com.:.~as after the na.mes 
of persons addressed. 
Usage 
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The median for the entire group and for the rural 
section was 22 right for a score of 53 and a grade place-
ment of 8.0, while the best that the grade section was able 
to do was to reach a number right of 21 for a score of 50 
and a grade placement of 7.5. The entire group and the 
rural section were therefore .2 of a grade high and the 
grade section was .3 of a grade low. 
All pupils were especially proficient in choosing an 
adjective for an adverb, using "your" for "you•re, 11 "a" 
for "an," 11 in" for "into" and selecting the correct form 
of the verb. The grade pupils were able to discern the 
correct use of 11 borrow" and 11 lend. 11 
Agreement of the verb and the indefinite pronoun, 
the mood of the verb in a statement of condition, the use 
of "I never," and "where'' for "that" caused the most errors 
for the entire group, and the grade section had difficulty 
in using the correct case forms of pronouns. These points 
of strength and weakness were well defined. 
Capitalization 
The medians for the entire group and for both the 
grade and rural sections fell at the same number right, 
21, for a score of 47 and a grade placement of 6.8, a full 
grade below standard. The high and low ranges were 
identical, except that there were more rural pupils in the 
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lower ranges. 
The correct capitalization of nationalities, regions 
of a country, persons, special events and days were espe-
cially well done. The grade pupils were adept in using 
capitals in the names of organizations and the rural 
section correctly capitalized geographic locations. 
The most common mistakes were made in common nouns 
which should not be capitalized and tne complimentary close 
of a letter. The rural section had difficulty in capitaliz-
ing the first word of an announced question. 
SUIDlilary of Language Arts 
When the medians for language arts were found, by 
adding the scores in t he various divisions of the test, 
it was apparent that there was much leeway for improvement. 
The median for the entire group and t he rural section was 
63 right, equal to a score of 48 a11d a grade placement of 
7.0. The grade section made a slightly higher median, 
64 right, equal to a score of 49 and a grade placement of 
7.1. The entire group was very low by .8 of a grade, and 
the grade section was only a little better. The median 
of 7.0 would mean that t he pupils were only e~ual to the 
start of a seventh grade. 
Reading 
The results of t he test in reading for the seventh 
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grade located a median for the entire group of 33 right 
meaning, thereby, a score of 48 and a grade placement of 
7.2. The median for the grade section wa s 32 right for a 
score of 47 and a grade placement of 7.0. On t h e other 
hand the rural pupils attained a median of 34 right for a 
score of 49 and a grade placement of 7.4. These results 
locate the whole group below standa rd, at a point .6 of a 
grade low, with the grade section .8 of a grade low and the 
rural section .4 of a grade low. The range of t h e rural 
pupils' papers was both higher and lower than that of the 
grade pupils. 
In grasping central thought and integra ting dis-
persed ideas, the pupils showed their best work , while 
their poorest work was in drawing inferen ces and noting 
details. 
History 
When the scores in history were assembled it waa 
found that the median for t ne entire group and for the 
grade section was 20 right for a score of 53 and a grade 
placement of 8.0, while the median for the rural section 
was slightly higher at 21 for a score of 54 and a grade 
placement of 8.2. The seventh grade in Rus sell County 
was therefore above standard, the entire group .2 of a 
grade above and the rural section .4 of a grade above. 
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The range of individual scores was the same for both sec-
tions, the best pupils getting 39 right out of 60 and the 
poorest 10 right. 
The questions most commonly answered correctly were 
in ancient history and the periods of 1865-1900, and since 
1900. Questions on the new nation, the revolutionary 
period and the war between the states proved the mos t dif-
ficult to answer. 
In the history test many questions under each head-
ing indicated points of strength and weakness under the 
same heading. In the history test, a median of only 20 
right out of 60 questions gives little room to wor k on in 
analyzing areas of strength and weakness. 
Geography 
Two medians, the one for the entire group and the 
one for t h e grade section were loc~ted at 19 right, for a 
score of 56 and a grade placement of 8.5, while t he third, 
for the rural section, fell upon 18 right for a score of 
54 and a grade placement of 8.2. Such results show the 
group as a whole as .7 of a grade hi gh and the rural sec-
tion as ./4 of a grade high. The rural pupils illade both 
the highest and the lowest individual scores. 
This high attainment was clea rly evident in the 
ability to give map location of physical features, 
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interpretation of facts, map location of cultural features 
and factual association. The questions most difficult to 
answer were found to be on definitions, identifications 
and interpretation of graphs. 
Science 
From the total of 131 seventh grade pupils taking 
the science test the median determined was 34 right for a 
score of 48 and a grade placement of 7.2. For the grade 
section the median was 33 right for a score of 47 and a 
grade placement of 7.0. The rural section made a median 
of 37 right for a score of 51 and a grade placement of 
7.7. Thi s makes the entire group .6 grade low, with the 
grade section down at 7.0, where it should have been at 
the start of the year, and the rural section almost up to 
standard, only .1 of a grade low. The grade section 
included in its numbers the pup:::ls who made the highest and 
the lowest scores on individual work. 
Aillong the divisions of the test in which the pupils 
did their best work were hygiene, animals; raw materials, 
and weather. The pupils expe rienced the most difficulty 
in answering questions on vocabular~, eartn, physics, 
health, nutrition and chemistry. 
Literature 
A surprise appeared in the results of the literature 
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test , in which the median for tne entire group wa s 18 
right for a score of 54 and a grade place, ent of 8.5. The 
median for the grade section was identical to tne median 
for the whole group, but the median for t he rural section 
went even higher, up to 19 right for a score of 56 and a 
grade placement of 9.0. Thus t ne entire group was .7 of a 
grade above standard and the rural section beyond tnat, up 
to 1.2 grades above standard. Grade pupils ",ade both the 
highest and lowest scores in individual ratings . 
Although there were only 18 questions answered 
corr ectly on t ne average paper, it was possible to discern 
that there was decided strength in children's classics and 
folk stories, and a conspicuous lack of kno1-~led1:,e in the 
divisions labeled miscellaneous stories and mythology. 
Arithmetic Computation 
The results in arithmetic computation could not 
hold up to those in literature, but still achi2ve1J.ent was 
good . The median for tne whole group was 22 rignt for a 
score of 51 and a grade placement of 7. 7. For tr1e grade 
section the median was 24 right for a score of 53 and a 
grade placenent of 8.0, wnile the rural median tr~iled at 
19 right for a score of 48 and a grade placement of 7.0. 
Here we found the whole group only .1 of a grade lo~. Tne 
grade section excelled the standa r d by .2 of a grade, but 
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t he rural section was Quite low, .8 of a grade below stand-
ard , right where tfie pupils should be at the beginning of 
tne seventh gr ade . The r ange of individual papers was the 
sa~e for both grade and rural sections. 
Points of Strength and Weakness 
The problems missed least by the entire group were 
in division of decimals, subtraction of deciiuals and 
decimals expressed as fractions . The grade section did 
1 
well in problems of percentage , case I, and in changing 
percentage to decimal . The rural section had good prepara-
tion in adding unliKe fractions and dividing fractions, in 
addition to the cases mentioned above. 
Proble~s that were missed most frequently were in 
2 3 
percentage in cases II and III, percentage changed to frac-
tions and the adaition of denominate numbers. Besides 
t hese , the grade section had trouble solving algebraic 
equations. 
Arithmetic Reasoning 
The test in arithmetic reasoning produced the greatest 
1. Case I in percentage is finding a per cent of a 
number . 
2 . Case II is finding what per cent one number is 
of another . 
3. Case III is finding a nwnber when a per cent of 
it is given . 
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gap between grade and rural sections that had as yet shown 
up. The median for tl1.e entire group w2 s 17 right for a 
score of 52 and a grade place~rrent of 8.0. The grc1de sec-
tion reacned 19 rignt for a score of 55 and a grade place-
ment of 8.7, while for the rural section the median was 
down to 15 r~ ght for a score of 48 and a grade placement 
of 7.0. These results place tne entire group at a point 
.2 of a grade hiLh, witn the grade section .9 of a grade, 
nearly a whole grade, above standard, while t£ie rural sec-
tion fell to a point .8 of a grade low or right back at 
the start of the seventh grade . There was thus a gap of 
1. 7 grades between the medians of the gr.::td.e and rural 
sections, the widest that had appeared in any test. It 
approacnes t wo years as tne difference bet-ween tne achieve-
'"'1ents of the two sections in tnis subject. 
Points of strength were not so 111ucn in different 
divisions of arithmetic as t~1ey were on tne easier and 
harder proble_us in the same division. For instance, the 
proble~as 1nissed the least number of times and the greatest 
number of times were in buying and selling. Here the 
deciding factor was not t1-ie type of proble a, but t11.e dii'-
ference in difficulty of the various proble~s . There was 
noticeable strength in geometrical probleins and wealmess 
in denominate numbers. 
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Summary of the Seventh Grade 
Tl1e graph of t.:1e grade place ... !lents of tl1e 1.1edians in 
all subjects, as shown on page 38, portrays clearly tne 
results of the tests. As a whole, the seventh grade pupils 
were above the standard in history , geography, literature 
and arithmetic reasoning; they were low in English, read-
ing and science, and at the correct level in spelling and 
arithmetic co~putation. 
The pupils of the grade section of tnis group fol-
lowed t:ie ... nedians of tne whole group except tn.a t tney were 
higher in arithmetic computation and arithmetic reasoning. 
Rural pupils fallowed the sa.ne general trend of t!le group 
except tnat they were high in science and literature and 
low in both arithmetic tests. Final computation of the 
profile scores finds both sections exactly on the same 
spot, 7.7, just .1 of a grade below standard. 
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CHAPTER V 
EIGHTH GRADE hCttI~V& ENT 
The body of students who took the eithth grade tests 
included 117 boys and glrls , 70 from tne gr aded schools 
and 47 from the rural schools . The ages of the se students 
r anged from twelve years ei~ht nonths to sixteen years one 
month, with the Jledian at t_ irteen ye~rs ten montns . This 
is four mont_ sunder t he age of fourteen years two months 
listed as tne ~edian age in grade for the pupils from 
whose wor~ the tests were made . 
At the ti1ne tn.e tests were given , tne pupils should 
have reached a point .8 t hrouch the ei[hth grade, fixing 
the standard to which they should attain at tne nwnerical 
equivalent of 8.8. 
Spelling 
When t ne charts on spelling for t~1e eighth grade 
nad been completed, it was found that the median for the 
entire group stood at 25 right for a score of 57 and a 
gr ade placement of 9. 7. This was tne ,itedian, not only for 
the group as a whole, but also for ecch sec tion, grade and 
rural. This places the achievement in spelling at a point 
. 9 of a grade above the standard, nearly a whole grade 
hign. The range was greatest in the rural group, in which 
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both the only perfect paper and the only cornpletely incor-
rect paper appeared. The words mos t fre.-1.uently spelled 
correctly were scattered tnroughout tne test, as , for 
exa.tnple in the rural section, whi ch with 47 pupils t aking 
part, made 7 errors in spelling the 3rd word , 9 errors in 
spelling t he 27tn word , and 10 errors eacn in s~elling the 
23rd, 28th, 32nd, 33rd, 39th and 40th words. 
Language Arts 
Language arts was divided into three tests, the 
first of which was punctuation. The medic;_n for the entire 
group and also for tne rural section in punctuation was 
20 right for a score of 41 and a grade placement below 7.0, 
the bottom of the scale. The median for the grade section 
was 21 ri ght for a score of 44 and a grade placeaent of 
7.0, just at the bottom of the scale. The r ange was both 
higher and lower in the grode section. The entire group 
is thus below the bottom of the scale, illore than 1.8 grades 
low. 
There were numerous ques tions in which fe~ errors 
were made. The use of the comma with plural modifiers and 
after the complimentary close of a letter, and the correct 
writing of the possessive pronouns, leaving out the apos-
trophe, were the stront est points. The grade section 
excelled in the use of tne comma to set off the name of 
the person addressed and in putting the hyphen in compound 
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adjectives, while the rural section had few errors in plac-
ing the comma after tne salutation of friendly letters and 
the period after abbrevi ations . 
The most striking wea1mess discovered waste failure 
to:put periods af ter sentences, (in over half of tne pa~ers), 
the lack of a comma between city and st&te, tne wrong use 
of comma in a ·series of words and tne neglect in using a 
semicolon between t he parts of long sentences. Added to 
these, the rural section made tne error of placing a period 
after t he signature in a letter. 
Usage 
The medians for tne entire group, the grade section 
and the rural section, all fell upon 23 righ t for a score 
of 50 and a grade placement of 8.5. This approaches within 
.J of a grade of t he standa rd to be attained . 
In this test word r ~cognition, t he correct form of 
the verb, the use of "of" or "have" and tne double negative 
comprise the questions which were most frequently correctly 
answered. The rural section added the correct form of the 
verb in statements of condition as a point of strength. 
Errors most commonly missed were in questions includ-
ing the use of "irregardless," "only" for "except, " word 
recognition, possessive with gerund, co111parison, agreement 
of verb and subject, and the correct choice in the use of 
adjective and adverb. 
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Capitalization 
Medians in tne capitalization test were the same 
for the entire group, the grade section and the rural sec-
tion, at 21 right for a score of 47 and a grade placement 
of 7.7. Thi s ranked the pupils as 1 .1 grades below standard. 
Again the grau_e section included the pupils who .made the 
highest as well as the lowest scores. 
Capitalization was well developed in tne treatment 
of abbreviations, days of tne week, compl imentary close of 
letter, buildings, persons , and proper adjectives. The 
1nost fre quently missed questions included the use of 
capitals in family relationships, sections of the country, 
organizations, streets and roads. 
Summary of Language Arts 
When all the tests in language arts were summed up 
and the errors checked thoroughly, it was found tnat the 
median for the entire group in the complete test was 64 
right for a score of 4 7 and a grade place..:aent of 7. 7. Tne 
grade section had the sa•11e median and tne rural section 
had a median of 63 right for a score of 46 and a grade 
placement of 7.5. As for the range of individua l scores, 
the grade section contained the pupils who made the highest 
scores, and the lower ranges were the same in both sections. 
The results of this test as a whole showed the entire group 
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to be 1.1 gr ade s low, and t ne rural section 1 . 3 gr a des 
below the standard for pupils at tnis stage in their educa-
tion 
Reading 
The results in the test on reading showed tha t there 
was no differSnce between gr ade and rural sections insofar 
as reading achieve; ent was concerned. The 1nedian for the 
entire group and for both tne grade and rural sections fell 
upon 36 right for a score of 50 and a grade placeillent of 
8.5. The fact t hat t her e was equality of achievement did 
not remedy the malady tnat has been common in all grade s in 
these tests, poor reading achieve~ent, for tne median 
l a cked .J of a grade of being u p to t he standard. This 
weakness of about one-third of a grade is indica tive of 
insuffic i en t achievement, i n what is often considered the 
mos t important subject. 
The pupils had tne most satisfactory results with 
questions involving voca bulary i n context and noting 
details, and the mos t trouble in integratinb dispersed 
ideas and interpreting content. 
History 
There was over half a gra de spread between the 
achievement of the grade and rural sections i n the test in 
history, in which the median for t h e whole group of eighth 
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grade pupils was 41 right for a score of 54 and a grade 
placement of 9.1. The median for the grade section was 42 
right for a score of 55 and a grade place_nent of 9.3, while 
the median for the rural section was 37 right for a score 
of 51 and a grade place. ent of 8.7. The entire group of 
pupils is thus .3 of a grade above standard, with the grade 
section .5 of a grade above tne rural section .1 of a grade 
below standard . Tne highest and lowest r anges both were 
in the grade section, with one student lllaking t he extremely 
low score of 3 right in a test containing 60 questions 
Questions in ancient history, the middle ages and 
the revolutionary period were missed by the least number 
of pupils, while questions on prehistory, the renaissance 
and the period of 1865-1914 were the hardest to answer 
correctly. 
Geography 
Uniform achievement is noticeable in the geography 
test. All three medians, entire group, grade section and 
rural section, fell upon 32 right for a score of 49 and a 
grade placement of 8.J. This places the entire group and 
both sections .5 of a grade below standard, just a little 
past tne point wnere they started tne term. The range of 
individual papers for the grade section was 6 points 
higher and 10 points lower tnan for the rural section. 
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The only clearly defined strengths were in the 
interpretation of facts and of graphs . The questions that 
were the hardest to answer were on definitions and identi-
fications and simple factual associations. 
Science 
The eighth grade pupils equaled standard achieve-
ment in the science test, as the median for the entire 
group was 38 right for a score of 52 2nd a grade placement 
of 8.8. The grade median was 41 right for a score of 55 
and a grade placaaent of 9.3, while tne median of the 
rural section was 36 right for a score of 51 and a grade 
placement of 8.7 . This placed the entire group exactly 
at standard achievement, with the grade section .5 of a 
grade high and the rural section .1 of a grade low. The 
range for the grade section was 10 points higher and 7 
points lower than the range for th~ rural section. 
Pupils were best prepared to answer questions on 
home mechanics, health, conservation, hygiene and eartb, 
with the rural section also answering well on questions 
concerning physics. Very few correct answers were given to 
questions in chemistry, astronomy , vocabulary and on the 
weather. 
Literature 
In this test as in scie~ce, the eighth grade pupils 
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equaled standard achievement by reaching a grade plac ement 
of 8.8, making a median of 21 right for a score of 51. 
The median for the grade section was 22 right for a score 
of 52 and a grade placement of 9.0, and tne rural section 
made a median of 20 right for a score of 50 and a grade 
pla cement of 8.5. This placed the median for t he whole 
group exactly where it should be, on standard achievement 
of 8.8, with the grade median .2 of a grade above and the 
rural median .3 of a grade below standard. The range for 
grade pupils was 20 points higher than for t he rural, and 
the low range was practically the same. 
With so few right answers there was more difficulty 
in ascertaining point$ of strength and· of weakness, but the 
pupils were most apt in answering questions on poetry and 
children's classics, and were most unsuccessful in the 
field of mythology. 
Arithmetic Computation 
Achievement in arithmetic computation was above 
the standard set for the eighth grade, the median for the 
entire group being 25 right for a score of 53 and a grade 
placement of 9.0. The grade section did still better, 
having a median of 26 right for a score of 54 and a grade 
placement of 9.2, while the rural section trailed consider-
ably reaching a median of 23 right for a score of 51 and a 
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grade placement of 8.7. Hence the &edian for the entire 
group is .2 of a grade above s tandard, with the grade 
section .4 of a grade high and the rural section below 
standard by only .1 of a grade. Rural pupils made both 
the highest and the lowest individual scores, having one 
paper with but one error, and one paper with only 2 correct 
answers. 
Areas of Strength and Weakness 
Performance was not uniform in t his test, the whole 
group excelling in multiplication of decimals, the grade 
section being able to express fract ions as per cent and as 
decimals, and the rural section 1uaki ng nearly a perfect 
score in addition of decimals. 
All pupils showed insufficient achievement in round-
ing off decimals and the multiplication of denominate 
numbers. In addition, the rural section had great dif-
ficulty in division of fractions. 
Arithmetic Reasoning 
It remained for the last test in t he highest grade 
to produce an achieve1aent of startling brill i ance . In 
arithmetic reasoning the results were so h i gh that in two 
cases tne points rea ched were far above t he scale. The 
median of the entire group was 20 right for a score of 58 
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and a grade placement of above 10.0, the highest point on 
the scale . The grade section made a median of 21 right, 
which was still higher tha~ the median for the entire 
group and, necessarily, farther above the highest point of 
the scale, 10.0. The median for the rural section was 18 
right for a score of 55 and a grade placement of 9.8, 
which was still a whole grade high. For all purposes of 
calculation the upper limit of 10.0 will be taken as the 
achievement of the group and the grade section, since no 
accurate figures are available above that point. 
The divisions of the test were such that definite 
areas of strength and weakness were obscured by the dif-
f erence in difficulty of problems in the same division. 
The hardest problems were placed at the latter part of the 
test, and that was where the pupils had the most difficulty. 
Problems in buying and selling, denominate numbers and 
geometry found the pupils ready and waiting, but problems 
in arithmetic in the home found them wanting. Some prob-
lems in t axes were very easy, but harder problems in the 
same area were impossible of solution for most of the pupils. 
Strength and weakness were easily discernible as far as 
individual problems were concerned, but the areas for the 
group were not well defined. 
Summary of Eighth Grade Achievement 
The graph showing the median scores in all subjects 
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for the entire group and for both sections showed several 
striking irregularities. These irregularities were common 
to both grade and rural sections as well as to the entire 
group, differing only in degree. 
The achieveinent in arithmetic reasoning was clear 
off the graph, that is, it went past the tenth grade level, 
beyond which .measurements are declared to be invalid. 
Spelling achieve1nent reached a point .9 of a grade above 
standard. History and arithmetic co.Jiputation were .3 of 
a grade and .2 of a grade high, respec tively, while science 
and literature were exactly on standard, which for the 
eighth grade is 8.8. English was t he extreme low at 7.7, 
a whole grade and a tenth low, and geography was half a 
grade low. Grade placements by sections were aliKe in 
three subjects and the graded section was higher in six 
tests and in final placement. In individual scorings 
fifteen pupils, thirteen of t.lle1n from the gr ade schools, 
had grade placeillents above the 10.0 level. Ten pupils, 
two of them from the grade schools, had placements below 
7.0, the low limit for the scale. The median place.Jient 
computed from profile findines was exactly on 8.8, the 
standard that should be achieved by these pupils. The 
grade pupils reached 8.9, and the rural 8.7 as the median 




Upon completion of the survey of the test papers 
and the compilation of data from them, it is now poss ible 
to examine these accumulated data for significant results. 
Four lines of thought will be followed: (a) 2.cnievejj~ent of 
the entire group; (b) achieve.aent of the grade section; 
(c) achievement of t he rural sectionJ and (d) areas of 
strengtn and weRlmess. In this chapter the achievement in 
the various subjects will be traced tnrough all four grades. 
In order to relieve the reader of the monotony of the 
re~etition of needless phrases the terminology will be 
reduced somewhat . All the fibures used concerning achieve-
ment will be in terms of grades, and the phras e "of a grad~' 
will be dropped whenever possible, i-~·, the expression, 
"sixth grade pupils were .5 above standard" will be used 
instead of "six th grade pupils were .5 of a gr · de above 
standard." 
Spelling 
A co&parison of the achievement in spelling in the 
fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth grades produced some 
interesting facts, which are discussed here and shown 
graphically in figure 5, page 69. 
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Fifth and seventh grade pupils reachea standErd 
acnieve1.:1ent, a point . 8 beyond tne beginnini:r of the year, 
sixth grade pupils were .5 high ana eiohth grade pupils 
were .9 h i gn . In the eighth grade achieve~ent in both 
grade and rural sections was identical. The grade section 
surpassed the rural in the fifth grade by 1.1 grades, in 
the sixth grade by .5 and in tne seventh by .1. The rural 
section was below standard by . 8 in the fifth grade and .1 
in the seventh, and bove standard by .2 in the sixth 
grade and . 9 in the eighth. The grade section was above 
standard by.Jin the fifth grade and .7 in the sixth 
grade, even with standard achievement in the seventh grade, 
and .9 above in tne eighth grade. 
Acnieve1nent in spelling, while not consistent, was 
above standard. Fifth and seventn grades were up to 
standard and the sixtn and eigntn grades were .5 and .9 
grades h i gh , respectively. 
Language Arts or ~nglish 
Achievement in English was low in the fifth grade 
and lower in the upper grades, as snown in the graphs in 
figure 6, page 70. Instead of eacn graae being at the .8 
level, the fifth grade was .2 low, the sixth graae .8 low, 
tne seventh grade also .8 low and tne ei t nth grade 1.1 
grades low. he grade section ~as e~ual to or slightly 
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above t.ne inedic::n for t ne entire group while tne rural sec-
tion trailed. The rural section was .7 below the group in 
t11e fifth grade, • 5 below in the sixth grade , equal to the 
group in the seventh and .2 be~ow in the eighth grade. 
Upon surveying the papers of all four grades it 
appeared that th_e common points of strength in punctuation 
were in the use of the comma, after tne compli.llientary close 
and after the salutation of tne friendly letter, af ter tne 
name of the person addressed, and the placing of the colon 
after tne salutation of the business letter. 
The most common points of weakness in punctuation 
were in the use of the period at the end of the sentence , 
the use of quotation marks, and t ne use of the colon before 
a series. 
Common strengths and weakness in usage were not so 
well defined throughout all grades. Some grades were weak 
in the same respect t hat others were strong, as in the 
correct form of verbs and the choice of adjective and 
adverb. 
Strength in capitalization lay in geographical 
locations, special days nd names of pe rsons. \Jeaknesses 
cow.lllon to all grades were street addresses and the wrong 
use of capitals in common nouns. 
Reading 
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Reading achieve1nent was low in all grades, the 
upper grades uore nehrly approaching standard, the reverse 
of gnglish which was lower in the upper grades, figure 7, 
page 71. The fifth grade was .7 low, the sixth and the 
seventh grades were .6 low and the eighth grade .3 low. 
The grade section was ./4 above the median in the fifth 
grade, • 2 below in the seventl'1 and equal to the median in 
tie sixth and eighth gra es. The rural section was .5 
below the median for the group in the fiftn grade, .2 high 
in the seventh, and equal to the inedian in the sixth and 
eighth. 
Common strengths and weaknesses were not clearly 
defined t hrough all grades, as numerous questions in an 
item, such as interpreting content, allowed for both 
strength and weakness within the same category. It was 
not possible to show that grasping central thought was a 
strength and that drawing inferences was a weakness, except 
as a trend. Integrating dispersed ideas showed up as both 
strengtn and weakness, depending on the difficulty of the 
several questions. 
History 
Achievement in history was quite uniform and slight-
ly above standard, fi gure 8, page 72. The pupils were .3 
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grade high in the fifth and eighth grades and .2 high in 
both the other grades. The grade section was .2 above tne 
median for all in the fifth and eighth grades and iQentical 
in the sixth and seventh. The rural section was .1 lower 
than the group median in the fifth ann sixth grades, .2 
higher in the seventh and .3 lower in the eighth. The 
grade section was .J better than t ne rur 1 section in the 
fifth grade, .1 better in the sixth, . 2 poorer in the 
seventh and .5 better in the eighth grade. 
Points of strength in history showed definitely in 
the various grades, but when the whole group is considered, 
there was little consistency observable. Some of the most 
frequently answered questions were on the hevolution and 
some of the most frequently missed -were on the same topic. 
No definite trends through all grades were discernible. 
Geo graphJ 
Achievement in geography was .J low in the fifth 
grade, standard in the sixth, .7 above in tne sevPnth, but 
actually fell below seventn grade ac.l'.lievement in the eighth 
grade, to a point .5 below standcrd for ei~hth grade. 
Rural and grade sections reached the sawe lev le except 
in the fifth and seventh grade, where the grade section 
was .J above tne rural, as shown in figure 9, page 73. 
Strengtl1 appeared in definition, fact associations, 
map locations and interpretation of facts and m.ops. eak-
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ness showed up in fact association, definitions and iden-
tifications and interpretation of maps. Interpret&tion 
of graphs was a weakness in the seventh grade but became 
a strong point in the eighth grade. 
Science 
Science achievement was .5 low in the fifth grade 
and at standard in tne sixth grade, .6 low in the seventh 
and at standard in the eighth, figure 10, page 74. The 
grade section was on the median in the fifth and sixth 
grades, .2 low in the seventh and .5 high in the eighth. 
The rur a l section was .1 below the medicn in the fifth, 
equal in t he sixth, .5 above in the seventh and .1 below 
in the eighth. Science achievements -were therefore up to 
standard in sixth and eighth grades, falling half a grade 
low in tne fiftn and seventh. 
Strength was noticeable in questions on hygiene, 
heal th, animals and physics. wealrness appeared in vocab-
ulary and astronomy. 
Literature 
Achievement in literature in the fifth grade was a 
whole grade low, 1. 3 grade low in the sixth grc:.de, • 7 
high in the seventn grade and standard in the ei ghth, figure 
11, page 75. The jump from 5.5 in the sixth year to 8.5 
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in the seventh grade is re.mark&ble in the extreme, a gain 
of three complete grades, with the rural section going 
from 5 - 5 to 9 . 0, an even greater gain . The grade section 
was .2 above the group in the fifth grade, made exactly 
the same score in the sixth grade, then jumped to 8.5 in 
the seventh grade and moved on up to 9.0, or .2 above the 
median for the group and the standard for the eighth grade. 
The rural section was .3 below median of tne group and 1.3 
below standard in the fiftn grade, reached the median for 
the group but still 1.3 below standard in the sixth, tnen 
went away up to a point .5 above median and 1.2 grades 
above standard in the seventh, tnen fell half a grade to 
a point .3 below median for the group and standara acnieve-
ment in the eighth grade. From tnese fi gures the achieve-
ment in the seventh grade is phenomenal, low in t h e fifth 
and sixth grades and reached the same level in the eighth 
grade as in the seventh. 
Areas of strength and weakness of perf orr02.nce are 
not well defined tnroughout all grades, since the presence 
of many questions under each heading per1ni tted great 
latitude of acnievement. Children's stories were well 
answered, and mythology was decidPdly a weak point. 
Arithmetic Computation 
Achievernent in arithmetic compute. tion was • 2 low in 
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the fifth grade, . 2 low in the sixth, .1 low in the seventh 
and .2 high in the eighth grade, figure 12, P.age 76. The 
grade section was superior to the rural section in each of 
the grades, being .1 below standard in the fifth grade, .1 
above standard and .5 above the rural section in the sixth 
grade, .2 above standard and a whole grade above rural in 
the seventh and ./+ above standard and • 5 above rural in 
the eighth. Achievement was uniform except in the seventh 
rural, but t he eighth rural made up the difference . 
Strong points occurring in several grades were sub-
traction of like fractions, division of whole numbers by 
1-figure divisions, addition, subtraction and multiplica-
tions of decimals and division of fractions. 
Common weakness include division of whole numbers 
by 2-figure di visors, denominate numbers, percentage ca.ses 
II and III and algebraic equations. 
Arithmetic Reasoning 
Achi:evement in arithmetic reasoning was an entire 
grade low in the fifth grade, .7 low in the sixth grade, .2 
h igh in the seventh grade and 1uore than a whole grade high 
in t.ne eighth grade, reaching a point beyond any given on 
the scale . which reaches only one gr&de above the grade 
being tested, figure 13, page 77. The grade section was .3 
above the median for the group and .5 above the rural 
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section in the fifth grade, on the median and .1 above the 
rural in the sixth, .7 above the median and 1.7 above the 
rural in the seventh grade and an undetermined amount above 
the rural in the eighth grade. The rural section trailed 
the median in all the grades as well as the standard, exce:it 
in the eighth where achieveillent wa s a grade above standard. 
It was 1.2 grades low in t h e fifth grade and .8 low in the 
sixth and seventh grades. Arithmetic reasoning achievement 
in the seventh and eighth grades for t h e grade section was 
a grade or more above standard. 
Points of strength appearing in arithmetic reason-
ing were geometrical problems, arithmetic in the 1ome and 
in business. Buying and selling and denomina te numbers 
included the questions most frequently answered correctly 
as well as some most frequently mi s sed. 
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CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
Summary by Grades: Fifth Grade 
The point of achievement reached by the fifth grade, 
as measured by the average of the medians made in the nine 
tests, was 5.39. This means that the pupils had reached 
an achievement equal to .39 of a grade beyond the point 
where they should have been at the beginning of the year. 
Considering the time at which the tests were taken, the 
pupils should have reached the point 5.8. Therefore the 
fifth grade was .41 grade below standard. This data is 
shown in the Appendix in Tables I, II, and III, pages 79, 
80, and 81. 
The grade section reached 5.57 or .23 low and the 
rural 5.08 or .72 low. Reading, literature and arithmetic 
reasoning are low for the group, witn no subject with 
marked strength above standard. The grade section reached 
.5 above standard in history, and was .5 low in science, .8 
low in literature and .7 low in arithmetic reasoning. The 
rural section was .8 low in spelling, 1.0 low in English, 
1.2 low in reading, 1.3 low in literature and 1.2 low in 
arithmetic reasoning. The greatest difference between the 
sections was in spelling, in which the grade section was 
1.1 above the rural . The grade section averaged .49 grade 
above the rural section. 
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Sixth Grade 
Achievement of the sixth grade was 6.46 or .34 below 
standard. The grade section was tne satue and tne rural 
section fell to 6.32, or ./4.8 low. The grea test strength 
was in spelling, in which acnievement was .5 high . tlistory, 
geography and sc i ence were standard, while English was .8 
low, reading .6 low, arithmetic rea soning .7 low and liter-
ature 1.3 low. 
The grade section was .7 high in spelling, 1.8 low 
in literature, and. tne same as tne group in other subjects. 
The rural section was .6 low in reading, .8 low in arith-
metic reasoning and 1.3 low in both English and literature. 
The greatest difference between the sections was in spel-
ling, English, arithmetic computation and literature. In 
the first three of these tne grade section was .5 higher, 
and in the last .5 lower than t he rura l . The gr ade section 
averaged .13 higher. 
Seventn Grade 
Achievement in th; seventh gr ade almost reached 
standard, getting to 7.77, only .03 low. Strength was in 
geography and literature, and weakness in English, reading 
and science. The grade section made 7. 84 with correspond-
ing strengths and weakness as the group except for addi-
tional strength in arithmetic reasoning. The rural section 




Achievement in the ei ghth grade surpassed the stand-
ard, t he only grade to do so, reaching 8.83. Strength 
in arithlnetic rea soning and spelling were very marKed, with 
a weakness appearing in geo gr aphy and t he Enr,lish ~eakness 
increasing to 1.1 grades. The results in arithn~tic reason-
ing were so high as to go above tne scale , which reached 
only to 10.0. In calculations 10.0 was used as the score . 
The gr ade section reache a gr ade placement of 9 .0 
which was . 2 above standard . This sec t ion ·was highest in 
arithmetic reasoning , 1.2+ above standard, with spelling 
.9 high, nistor y .5, science .5 and arith1netic computation 
.4 h i gh . The geogr aphy and English weaKnesses were ident-
ical witn tne group scores. 
The rural sec ti on reached 8 .71, only .09 low, the 
nearest approacn of t he rural section to stand&rd . Its 
strength was in ari tnmetic rec..sonine and s1.Jellin,, , and its 
weakne sses were the same as in the gr ade section , English 
being a litt~e lower, down to 1 . 3 below standard . The 
difference in averages for the two sec t ions was . 29 in 
favor of the gr ade section . 
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Conc lusions 
Growing out of tne study and analysis of the per-
formance made by pupils in the elementary schools of Russell 
County, Kansas, with the exception noted in tne bouy of the 
thesis, through use of "The Coordinated Scales of Attain-
illent" the writer proposes the following generalizations: 
(1) The achievement on the whole in grades five, 
six, seven and eight in Russell County was very good, Attain-
ing a point or l evel considerably above standard in the 
eighth grade, and averaging for all four grades witnin .175 
of standard. Since the tests had a probable error of two 
scores, this average might well be a little above standard 
since 2 scores in the scale would equal at least.? grade. 
(2) There was higher achievement in the upper 
grades, the eighth grade rising above standard, and the 
seventh, sixth and fifth approaching it, in that order. 
(3) Grade sections wita nearly one and a half times 
as many pupils as the rural section were either above stand-
ard or close to it in every grade. They were .23 low in 
the fifth grade, • .34 low in the sixth grade and above stand-
ard in the seventh and ei ghth grades. 
(4) The children in rural schools showed up well 
in grades seven and ei ght . However, fifth grade pupils 
were • 72 below standard and the sixth grade .4.8 below. 
These pupils were under the same teachers in all grades . 
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It is a reRsonable assumption that these teachers were put-
ting more emphasis on their upper grade teaching. 
(5) Achievement was greater in the graded section 
than in the rural in each grade. 
(6) Spelling achieveillent was high, especially in 
the sixt11 and eighth grades. 
(7) English was low in all grades, worst in the 
eighth, being 1.1 grades low there. 
( 8) Reading was low, from • 7 low in the fifth grcide 
to .3 low in tne eighth grade. 
(9) History was practically standard or a little 
high in all grades. 
(10) Geography was practically standard in fifth 
and sixth grades, high in the seventh, then fell below 
standard and seventh grade level in the eighth grade. 
(11) Science was erratic, low in the fifth and 
seventh grades, standard in the sixth and nigh in the eifhth. 
(12) Literature was more erratic, being ver low in 
the fifth and sixth, high in the seventh and standcrd in 
the eighth. 
(13) Arithmetic computation was consistently around 
standard. 
(14) Arithmetic reasonine was very low in the fifth 
and sixth grades, reached standard in the seventh and went 
very high in the eighth grade. 
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(15) Students made satisfactory achievement in most 
subjects, were high in spelling consistently, but were low 
throughout in reading and very low in English. This indi-
cates an alarming weakness in two very important subjects. 
Recommendations 
Thoughtful study of total pupil performance indicates 
good achievement in two elementary subjects in all grades--
namely in spelling and history. On the other hand there is 
room for much improvement in achievement in English and 
reading at all grade levels. Furthermore, fifth an~ sixth 
grades have much room for improvement in all subjects 
except spelling. 
Achievement in English should be improved in the 
upper four grades. The performance with the Coordinated 
Scales of Attainment was low throughout. It does not lie 
within the scope of this study to indicate whether teacher, 
text, course of study, or all three, are at fault, but the 
evidence is clear that results are not satisfactory. It 
is quite clearly snown that stress should be placed upon 
drill in punctuation , capitalization and usage, in other 
words in the basic fundamentals of English. In a subject 
so important to the pupil throughout life this weakness 
should not be permitted to continue. 
There should be better achievement in reading, the 
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key to all learning. Low reading ability handicaps the 
pupil severely in his attempts to increase his store of 
knowledge. Satisfactory progress in most subjects depends 
upon skill in reading. 
Apparently the fifth grade has not been receiving 
sufficient attention, especially in the rural section. 
These pupils are making a weak start and in succeeding 
grades must build upon a poor foundation. Should this fifth 
grade achievement be brought up to standard it would facil-
itate higher achievement thereafter. 
The same is true in the sixth grade, where perform-
ance was somewhat better than in the fifth grade, but still 
short of satisfactory. Teachers should devote more energy 
to their work in the sixth grade, building a stronger 
foundation. 
A fifth recommendation might be made, since achieve-
l!lent in both science and literature was so erratic. The 
course of study either is not good or is not being followed. 
These two subjects are recent additions to the curriculum 
and it will take time to make satisfactory adjustments. 
These, then, are the recommendations growing out of 
this study of achievement in the upper four grades : improve 
the teaching of English and reading; develop greater achieve-
ment in both fifth and sixth grades, and investigate more 
fully the problem of teaching science and literature. 
1.2 
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In t he fifth grade the ~edian of the entire group 
taking the te s t in spelling reacned standard achievement. 
Tne median of the grQde section was .3 grade &bove the 
standard and tne illedian of the rural section was . 8 
6rade below s t andard . 
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Table I. Summary of Achievement : Fifth and Sixth Grades 
Group I Grade Sec tion Rural Section 
Achieve- Above Achieve- Above Above Achieve- Above Above 
ment or ment or or ment or or 
Below Below Below Below Below 
Stand- Stand- Rural Stand- Grade 
Fif t h Grade a rd ard ard 
Spelling 5.8 .o 6.1 + .3 -+1.1 5.0 - .8 -1.1 
English 5 .5 - .3 5.6 - .2 + . 8 4.8 -1.0 - .8 
Reading 5-1 - .7 5.5 - .3 + .9 4.6_ -1.2 - .9 
History 6.1 + .3 6.3 t .5 + .3 6.0 + .2 - .3 
Geography 5.5 - .3 5.5 .... .3 .o 5.5 - .3 .o 
Science 5.3 - .5 5.3 - .5 + .1 5.2 - .6 - .1 
Literature 4.8 -1.0 5.0 - . 8 + .5 4. 5 -1.3 - .5 
Arith. Comp. 5.6 - .2 5-7 - .1 + . 2 5.5 - .3 - .2 
Arith . Reas. 4. 8 -1.0 5.1 - .7 + • 5 4. 6 -1.2 - .5 
Average 5.39 - .Li.l 5.57 - .2'3 + .J.i.9 5.08 - .72 - .l.i.9 
Sixth Grade 
Spelling 7.3 + • 5 7.5 + .7 + .5 7.0 + .2 - .5 
English 6.0 - .8 6.o - .8 + .5 5.5 -1. 3 - "5 
Reading 6.2 - .6 6.2 - .6 .o 6.2 - .6 .o 
History 6.8 .o 6.8 .o + .1 6.7 - .1 - .1 
Geography 6.8 .o 6.8 .o .o 6.8 .o .o 
Science 6.8 .o 6.8 .o .o 6.8 .o .o 
Literature 5.5 -1.3 5.0 -1.8 - .5 5-5 -1.3 4 . 5 
Arith. Comp. 6.6 - .2 6.9 + .1 -+ • 5 6.4 - .4 - -~ Arith . Reas. 6.1 - .7 6.1 - .7 + .1 6.0 - .8 - • 1 
Average 6.46 - • 3/4 6 ./46 - • '31.i. t .13 6.32 - .48 - .13 
Table II. Summary of Achievement: Seventh and Eighth Grades. 
Groun I Grade Section Rural Section 
Achieve- Above Achieve- Above Above Achieve- Above Above 
ment or ment or or ment or or 
Below Below Below Below Below 
Stand- Stand- Rural Stand- Grade 
Seventh Grade a rd ard ard · 
Spelling 7.8 .o 7.8 .o + .1 7.7 - .l - .1 
English 7.0 - .8 7.1 - .7 + .1 7.0 - .8 - .1 
Reading 7.2 - .6 7.0 - . 8 - .4 7 •.4 - .4 + .4 
History 8.0 + .2 8.0 + .2 - .2 8.2 + .4 + .2 
Geography 8.5 + •. 7 8.5 + .7 + .3 8.2 + -1+ - .3 
Science 7.2 - .6 7.0 - .8 - .7 7.7 - .1 + .7 
Literature 8.5 + .7 8.5 + .7 - .5 9 .0 tl. 2 + .5 
Arith. Comp. 7.7 - .1 8.0 + . 2 +1.0 7.0 - .8 -1.0 
Ari th.Reas. 8.0 + .2 8.7 -f -9 +1.7 7.0 - .8 -1.7 
Averag e 7.77 - .03 7. 8/4 + • 0/4 + . 15 7.69 - .11 - .15 
Eighth Grade 
Spelling 9.7 + .9 9 .7 + .9 .o 9 -7 + .9 .o 
English 7.7 -1 1 7.7 -1.1 + .2 7.5 -1.3 - .2 
Reading 8.5 - .3 8.5 - -3 .o 8. 5 - -3 .o 
History 9.1 + .3 9.3 t -5 + .6 8. 7 - .1 - .6 
Geography 8.3 - • 5 8.3 - .5 .o 8.3 - -5 .o 
Science 8.8 .o 9.3 + .5 + .6 8.7 - .1 - .6 
Literature 8.8 .o 9.0 -+ .2 + -5 8. 5 - -3 - -5 
Arith. Comp. 9.0 + .2 9.2 + -4 + -5 8.7 - .1 - -5 
Arith. Reas. o.o+ +1.2 10 .0+ +1.2 + .2 9. 8 +1.0 - .2 





Achievement by Grades Entire Group 
Grade Group ach ievement Above or below Number 
of pupils 
5 5.39 -.41 145 
6 6.46 -.34 122 
7 7.77 -.03 131 
8 8.88 +.08 117 
515 
Grade section 
5 5.57 -.23 86 
6 6.46 --34 74 
7 7.84 +.04 77 
8 9.00 +.20 ...1!L 
307 
Rural section 
5 5.08 · -.72 59 
6 6.32 -.48 48 
7 7.69 -.11 54 
8 8.71 -.09 _jJ_ 
208 
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Fisher, R. A., Statistical Methods for Research Workers . 
4th Ed., Revised and Enlarged; Edinburg and London; 
Oliver and Boyd, 1932. 307 pp . 
Very technical work on statistics . 
90 
Kelley, Truman Lee, and A. C. Krey, Tests and Measure-
ments in the Social Sciences. New York, Chicago, etc.: 
Scribners Sons, c 1934- 635 pp. 
Comprehensive testi n g in social studies, includ-
ing making, adminis tering , scoring and interpreting 
of tests. 
Van Wagenen, M. J., Educational Diagnosis and the Meas-
urement of School Ach ievement . New York: The MacMil-
lan Company, 1926. 276 pp . 
Methods of discovering what one 1 s school i s doing 
by means of a testing progr am. 
Periodicals 
"State Eighth Grade Tests Given in March," Kansa s Teacher, 
55:22, March, 1947. 
Announcement of t he adrainistration of the Coordinat-
ing Scales of Attainment in Kansas Schools. 
91 
Bowers, V. L., "Why Be Concerned With Testing?" Industrial 
Arts and Vocational Education, 36:241-2, June, 1947. 
The importance of testing for discovery of strengths 
and weaknesses and planning for overcoming difficulties. 
Jensen, R. P., "Every Pupil Scholarshi p Test," Industrial 
Arts and Vocational Education, 36:211-13, May, 1947. 
A timed scholarship test including most types of 
questions. 
Kenney, R. A., "Spelling Evalua tion with Stada rdized Tests," 
Elementary School · Journal, 46:574-78, June, 1946. 
Evaluation of spelling in a city school. 
Rausch, O. p., ''Average Scores: Use With Caution!" Elemen-
tary School Journal, 47:225-8, December, 1946. 
Shows the danger in using averages, distorted by 
several high scores. 
Tiegs, E. w., editor, 11Measurement Number," Education, 
66:407-69, March, 1946. 
Use of tests and measurements and making test results 
function in teaching. 
Theses 
Mohr, Roy, A Comparison in t h e Efficiency of t h e Teaching 
of Arithmetic in Grades 4 to ~ ' Inclus ive, in the 
92 
Standard and Non-Standa rd, One-Room Schools of Western 
Kansas. Master's Thesis, Fort Hays Kansas State 
College, 1932. 
Useful as a testing progr am carried out in several 
counties in Kansas. 
Newbold, Mrs. Myrtle,! Comparative Study of Pupils , 
Teachers, and Expendi tures of Standard and Non-St and-
ard One-Room Rural Schools of Northwest Kansas . Master 's 
Thesis, ~ort Hays Kansa s State College, 1932. 
Achievement in _g eo gr aphy was studied in severa l 
rural schools. 
Tests 
F-itzgerald, James and others, Coordinated Scales of Achieve-
ment. Minneapol i s , Nashville and Phila delphia : Educa-
tional Publi shers, Incorporated, 1947-
The set of tests which were studied. 
